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MAGIC GLASS

specialised
project

HILTON HOTEL

Magic Glass had the privilege

of tending to a glass

replacement job at Sydney’s

Hilton Hotel in the CBD. The job

involved the removal,

manufacture and installation of

a bespoke, mirror-finished glass

panel for a second-floor

bathroom. 

From start-to-finish, our team

completed this job with great

results and rapid turn-around

time. We oversaw the initial

assessment of the job,

manufactured a custom glass

panel, and safely installed the

glass with lasting finishes



MAGIC GLASS

the challenge
HILTON HOTEL

Situated in the centre of

Sydney, the Hilton is one

of the city’s most

popular hotels. Luxurious

in nature, the interior of

the hotel is fitted with

bespoke designs and

decor, featuring

impressive glass

installations throughout

the building.

Late in 2020, a mirror in

one of the hotel’s

common bathrooms was

badly damaged and

needed to be replaced.

The Hilton contacted

Magic Glass to address

the issues, and we

proudly stepped up to

the job.



MAGIC GLASS

the
solution

HILTON HOTEL

The replacement job

required us to remove

the shattered glass,

custom-make an

identical panel, and

install it safely.

Magic Glass

commenced the job by

conducting an initial

assessment with our

professional Assessors

and Glaziers. Upon this

assessment, our team

recorded specifications

regarding the

dimensions, finish,

colour, and type of glass

of the damaged panel. 

This information was

then communicated to

our Fabricators who

then produced an

identical panel in our

specialised furnace

facility. This glass panel

had to be cut to exact

specifications and

finished with a mirror on

one side, and a glossy

paint on the other.

Our Glaziers safely

removed the damaged

panel and installed the

new one on-site. They

sealed it in place and

completed the job with

lasting finishes.



MAGIC GLASS

start to
finish

HILTON HOTEL

Magic Glass has provided

commercial and residential

customers with 24 hour

emergency glass replacement

services throughout the Sydney

Metropolitan area. Our team of

highly qualified glaziers and

fleet of fully equipped mobile

service vehicles are available

24 hours a day, 7 days a week. 

All our glass and aluminium

work is customised on our

premises within our processing

and cutting factory. This

ensures a greater sense of

reliability and efficiency while

eliminating the need for

additional parties or sub-

contractors.

1800 045 277

info@magicglass.com.au

TALK TO US



contact

MAGIC DIFFERENCE

Magic Glass has provided

commercial and

residential customers with

24 hour emergency glass

replacement services

throughout the Sydney

Metropolitan area. Our

team of highly qualified

glaziers and fleet of fully

equipped mobile service

vehicles are available 24

hours a day, 7 days a

week. 

All our glass and

aluminium work is

customised on our

premises within our

processing and cutting

factory. This ensures a

greater sense of reliability

and efficiency while

eliminating the need for

additional parties or sub-

contractors.

01 - M
M IS FOR 'MEASURABLE'

Everything we do, we measure & look to improve

02 - A
A IS FOR 'AGILE'

We react quickly to our

customer's needs

03 - G
G IS FOR 'GENUINE'

True to what we promise our

customers & our co-workers

04 - I
I IS FOR 'INNOVATIVE'

Solutions, technologies &

materials to ensure satisfaction

05 - C
C IS FOR 'CARE'

We take pride in ourselves, our

work & our customers

1800 045 277

info@magicglass.com.au

magicglass.com.au

TALK TO US
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Magic Glass had the privilege of
tending to a glass replacement job at
Sydney’s Hilton Hotel in the CBD.
The job involved the removal,
manufacture and installation of a
bespoke, mirror-finished glass panel
for a second-floor bathroom. 
From start-to-finish, our team
completed this job with great results
and rapid turn-around time. We
oversaw the initial assessment of
the job, manufactured a custom
glass panel, and safely installed the
glass with lasting finishes.
Situated in the centre of Sydney, the
Hilton is one of the city’s most
popular hotels. Luxurious in nature,
the interior of the hotel is fitted with
bespoke designs and decor,
featuring impressive glass
installations throughout the
building.
Late in 2020, a mirror in one of the
hotel’s common bathrooms was
badly damaged and needed to be
replaced. 

The Hilton contacted Magic Glass to
address the issues, and we proudly
stepped up to the job.
The replacement job required us to
remove the shattered glass, custom-
make an identical panel, and install it
safely.
Magic Glass commenced the job by
conducting an initial assessment
with our professional Assessors and
Glaziers. Upon this assessment, our
team recorded specifications
regarding the dimensions, finish,
colour, and type of glass of the
damaged panel. This information
was then communicated to our
Fabricators who then produced an
identical panel in our specialised
furnace facility. This glass panel had
to be cut to exact specifications and
finished with a mirror on one side,
and a glossy paint on the other.
Our Glaziers safely removed the
damaged panel and installed the
new one on-site. They sealed it in
place and completed the job with
lasting finishes.

From start to
finish, our team
completed this job
with great results
and lasting
finishes.



HILTON HOTEL
C A S E  S T U D Y
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Magic Glass had the privilege of tending to a
glass replacement job at Sydney’s Hilton Hotel
in the CBD. The job involved the removal,
manufacture and installation of a bespoke,
mirror-finished glass panel for a second-floor
bathroom. From start-to-finish, our team
completed this job with great results and rapid
turn-around time. We oversaw the initial
assessment of the job, manufactured a custom
glass panel, and safely installed the glass with
lasting finishes.

Luxurious in nature, the interior of the hotel is
fitted with bespoke designs and decor,
featuring impressive glass installations 
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THE
CHALLENGE

throughout the building. Late in 2020, a mirror
in one of the hotel’s common bathrooms was
badly damaged and needed to be replaced. The
Hilton contacted Magic Glass to address the
issues, and we proudly stepped up to the job.

The replacement job required us to remove the
shattered glass, custom-make an identical
panel, and install it safely.

Situated in the centre of Sydney,
the Hilton is one of the city’s most
popular hotels.

FROM START TO FINISH OUR
TEAM COMPLETED THIS JOB
WITH GREAT RESULTS AND A
LASTING FINISH.



Magic Glass commenced the job by
conducting an initial assessment with our
professional Assessors and Glaziers. Upon
this assessment, our team recorded
specifications regarding the dimensions,
finish, colour, and type of glass of the
damaged panel. 

THE
SOLUTION
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RAPID TURN-AROUND TIME

OUR FABRICATORS CUSTOM-
CUT AN IDENTICAL PANEL IN
OUR SPECIALISED FURNACE
FACILITIY.

This information was then communicated
to our Fabricators who then produced an
identical panel in our specialised furnace
facility. This glass panel had to be cut to
exact specifications and finished with a
mirror on one side, and a glossy paint on the
other.
Our Glaziers safely removed the damaged
panel and installed the new one on-site.
They sealed it in place and completed the
job with lasting finishes.
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"WE CAN PRETTY
MUCH DO

ANYTHING"

TERRY JARVIS,  GLAZIER



START
TO
FINISH
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488 George St, 
Sydney NSW

Italian cuisine is noted for its regional 
diversity, abundance of difference in taste, 
and is one of the most popular in the world, 
with influences abroad. Italian cuisine is 
characterized by its simplicity, with many 
dishes having only four to eight ingredients. 
Italian cooks rely chiefly on the quality of 
the ingredients rather than on elaborate 
preparation. Ingredients and dishes vary by 
region and by country as well.

Many dishes that were once regional, 
however, have proliferated with variations 
throughout the country. Cheese and wine 
are a major part of the cuisine, with many 
variations and Denominazione di origine 
controllata (DOC) (regulated appellation) 
laws. Coffee, specifically espresso, has 
become important in Italian cuisine.
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Case Studies - First Quarter 2021

Bespoke glass replacement
job in one of Sysney's most

luxurious hotels.

M I N T O
P R O J E C T

A list of must-have products 
to keep your skin healthy 

throughout the daily grind

G U C C I
S H O P F R O N T
A tutorial by Isabel Bowen on 
how to mix and match prints 

like a seasoned pro
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Magic Glass had the privilege of
tending to a glass replacement job at
Sydney’s Hilton Hotel in the CBD.
The job involved the removal,
manufacture and installation of a
bespoke, mirror-finished glass panel
for a second-floor bathroom.      
From start-to-finish, our team
completed this job with great results
and rapid turn-around time. We
oversaw the initial assessment of
the job, manufactured a custom
glass panel, and safely installed the
glass with lasting finishes.
Situated in the centre of Sydney, the
Hilton is one of the city’s most
popular hotels. Luxurious in nature,
the interior of the hotel is fitted with
bespoke designs and decor,
featuring impressive glass
installations throughout the
building.
Late in 2020, a mirror in one of the
hotel’s common bathrooms was
badly damaged and needed to be
replaced.

The Hilton contacted Magic Glass to
address the issues, and we proudly
stepped up to the job.     
The replacement job required us to
remove the shattered glass, custom-
make an identical panel, and install it
safely.
Magic Glass commenced the job by
conducting an initial assessment
with our professional Assessors and
Glaziers. Upon this assessment, our
team recorded specifications
regarding the dimensions, finish,
colour, and type of glass of the
damaged panel. This information
was then communicated to our
Fabricators who then produced an
identical panel in our specialised
furnace facility. This glass panel had
to be cut to exact specifications and
finished with a mirror on one side,
and a glossy paint on the other.
Our Glaziers safely removed the
damaged panel and installed the
new one on-site. They sealed it in
place and completed the job with
lasting finishes.

Our Glaziers
completed the job
with great results
and lasting
finishes.
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Look magazine

Oct •  2019

ETERNAL PROFESSION OF LOVE

Visit ing the taj  mahal and exploring the depths of the structure

/ 23

A magazine is a publication,
usually a periodical publication,
which is printed or electronically
published (sometimes referred to
as an online magazine).  Magazines
are generally published on a
regular schedule and contain a
variety of content. They are
generally financed by advertising,
by a purchase price, by prepaid
subscriptions, or a combination of
the three. At its root, the word
"magazine" refers to a collection
or storage location. In the case of
written publication, it is a
collection of written articles. This
explains why magazine
publications share the word root
with gunpowder magazines,
artil lery magazines, firearms
magazines, and, in French, retail
stores such as department stores.

By definition, a magazine
paginates with each issue starting
at page three, with the standard
sizing being 8 3/8 × 10 7/8 inches.
However, in the technical sense a
journal has continuous pagination
throughout a volume.

Thus Business Week, which starts
each issue anew with page one, is
a magazine, but the Journal of
Business Communication, which
starts each volume with the winter
issue and continues the same
sequence of pagination
throughout the coterminous year,
is a journal.

Some professional or trade
publications are also peer-
reviewed, an example being the
Journal of Accountancy.

The Taj Mahal is  an ivory-

white marble mausoleum

on the south bank of the

Yamuna river in  the Indian

city of Agra.
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EXPLORING THE 

CULTURE OF THE 

MIDDLE EAST

From food,  to monumental structures,  we learn more 

about the culture of the middle east

/ 25

A magazine is a publication, usually a periodical publication, which is
printed or electronically published (sometimes referred to as an
online magazine).  Magazines are generally published on a regular
schedule and contain a variety of content. They are generally
financed by advertising, by a purchase price, by prepaid
subscriptions, or a combination of the three. At its root, the word
"magazine" refers to a collection or storage location. In the case of
written publication, it is a collection of written articles. This explains
why magazine publications share the word root with gunpowder
magazines, artil lery magazines, firearms magazines, and, in French,
retail  stores such as department stores.

The Middle East is  a 

transcontinental region centered 

on Western Asia and Egypt.

By definition, a magazine paginates 
with each issue starting at page 
three, with the standard sizing being 
8 3/8 × 10 7/8 inches. However, in 
the technical sense a journal has 
continuous pagination throughout a 
volume.

Thus Business Week, which starts 
each issue anew with page one, is a 
magazine, but the Journal of 
Business Communication, which 
starts each volume with the winter 
issue and continues the same 
sequence of pagination throughout 
the coterminous year, is a journal.

Some professional or trade 
publications are also peer-reviewed, 
an example being the Journal of 
Accountancy.
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Oct •  2019

SUNSET BOULEVARD

We're not talking about the one in  California.  We're talking about other places on

earth that give you even better views of wondrous sunsets.
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A magazine is a publication, usually a periodical publication,
which is printed or electronically published (sometimes referred
to as an online magazine).  Magazines are generally published on
a regular schedule and contain a variety of content. They are
generally financed by advertising, by a purchase price, by
prepaid subscriptions, or a combination of the three.

At its root, the word "magazine" refers to a collection or storage
location. In the case of written publication, it is a collection of
written articles. This explains why magazine publications share
the word root with gunpowder magazines, artil lery magazines,
firearms magazines, and, in French, retail  stores such as
department stores.

A magazine is a publication, usually a periodical publication,
which is printed or electronically published (sometimes referred
to as an online magazine).  Magazines are generally published on
a regular schedule and contain a variety of content. They are
generally financed by advertising, by a purchase price, by
prepaid subscriptions, or a combination of the three.

At its root, the word "magazine" refers to a collection or storage
location. In the case of written publication, it is a collection of
written articles. This explains why magazine publications share
the word root with gunpowder magazines, artil lery magazines,
firearms magazines, and, in French, retail  stores such as
department stores.

A magazine is a publication, usually a periodical publication,
which is printed or electronically published (sometimes referred
to as an online magazine).  Magazines are generally published on
a regular schedule and contain a variety of content. They are
generally financed by advertising, by a purchase price, by
prepaid subscriptions, or a combination of the three.

At its root, the word "magazine" refers to a collection or storage
location. In the case of written publication, it is a collection of
written articles. This explains why magazine publications share
the word root with gunpowder magazines, artil lery magazines,
firearms magazines.



Exposé
Issue 1 Vol.2 $10.00

EXCLUSIVE
Music Duo 'Dancing on Glass' releases new
album. Shares behind the scenes and how to
create chart topping music.



EIGHT BEST 
STRETCHES TO DO 
BEFORE RUNNING

BECOME A TRAIL
MONSTER

Walking Lunges
According to Wikipedia,
a news article discusses
current or recent news
of either general
interest or of a specific
topic. Political or trade
news magazines.

Quoted references can also be helpful.
References to people can also be made
through the written accounts of interviews
and debates confirming the factuality of the
writer’s information and his reliability.

Kneeling Hip 
Flexor Stretch

According to Wikipedia,
a news article discusses
current or recent news
of either general
interest or of a specific
topic. Political or trade
news magazines.

According to Wikipedia, a news article discusses current or recent
news of either general interest (i.e. daily newspapers) or of a specific
topic (i.e. political or trade news magazines, club newsletters, or
technology news websites).

 A news article can include accounts of eyewitnesses to the
happening event. It can contain photographs, accounts, statistics,
graphs, recollections, interviews, polls, debates on the topic, etc.
Headlines can be used to focus the reader’s attention on a particular
(or main) part of the article. The writer can also give facts and
detailed information following answers to general questions like who,
what, when, where, why and how.

 Quoted references can also be helpful. References to people can
also be made through the written accounts of interviews and debates
confirming the factuality of the writer’s information and the reliability
of his source. The writer can use redirection to ensure that the
reader keeps reading the article and to draw her attention to other
articles. For example, phrases like "Continued on page 3” redirect the
reader to a page where the article is continued.

 While a good conclusion is an important ingredient for newspaper
articles, the immediacy of a deadline environment means that copy
editing often takes the form of deleting everything past an

By Jacob WalkerQuoted references can also be helpful.
References to people can also be made
through the written accounts of interviews
and debates confirming the factuality of the
writer’s information and his reliability.

Side Stretch

Continue reading at next page >

According to Wikipedia,
a news article discusses
current or recent news
of either general
interest or of a specific
topic. Political or trade
news magazines.

Quoted references can also be helpful.
References to people can also be made
through the written accounts of interviews
and debates confirming the factuality of the
writer’s information and his reliability. The
writer can use redirection to ensure that
the reader keeps reading the article and to
draw her attention to other articles
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